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Conversation
between @janeclarejones, @CiaranD1990 and @ADiodes.

10 hours ago

Dr. Jane Clare Jones @janeclarejones

I find it less than surprising that a political family that has a less than stellar
reputation for how some of its most powerful members have treated women would
throw women under the bus in the service of male entitlement and call it 'human
rights.'

#IStandWithJKRowling

Ciaran Donaghy @CiaranD1990

Trans women are women.

AchyDiodes @ADiodes

Repeating the mantra TWAW simply proves you haven’t read what JCJ actually said,
and that you don’t believe women ought to have rights, a voice, or even a name.

Ciaran Donaghy @CiaranD1990

Nope, doesn't mean that at all.

AchyDiodes @ADiodes

Do you think women should or should not have single-sex rights, spaces and sports?

Do you think women should be able to meet and organise politically without the
requirement to include trans women?

Ciaran Donaghy @CiaranD1990
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The very framing of your question excludes trans women from your concept as
women. Women absolutely have the right to have safe spaces, be able to organise
politically but that should include trans women.

Framing such a viewpoint as misogynistic reaches peak levels of irony

Dr. Jane Clare Jones @janeclarejones

The word woman means adult human female.

If you want to change the meaning of the political class we belong to and our
protected characteristic in law please explain why in a way that doesn't reduce to 'be
nice' and 'other people's pain is more important than your existence.'

Ciaran Donaghy @CiaranD1990

The inclusion of trans women within the women's movement doesn't lessen it. People
like me want more rights for woman and wish to advance the march go equality for
all women.

I fail to see why trans women being identified as women is threatening to your cause

Ciaran Donaghy @CiaranD1990

*to equality

Dr. Jane Clare Jones @janeclarejones

Our aim isn't equality, it is the liberation of female people from male dominance and
the destruction of the system of gender and of patriarchy.

Ciaran Donaghy @CiaranD1990

Well this point undermines your entire argument. You simply want to replace
patriarchy with matriarchy, the thought two wrongs don't make a right comes to
mind

Dr. Jane Clare Jones @janeclarejones

Wanting to end patriarchy undermines my whole argument how?

And why is ending patriarchy bad?
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And why should I take feminist lectures from someone who therefore, implicitly by
their own logic, doesn't want to end patriarchy?

Ciaran Donaghy @CiaranD1990

Your aim not being equality, that's what undermines your argument.

Yes, I agree that we need to end all systems of oppression, be those racial and
patriarchal and in so doing achieving institutional equality.

Dr. Jane Clare Jones @janeclarejones

There would be equality after male dominance.

But equality while retaining male dominance is not our objective, and reducing our
objective to 'equality' functions to co-opt feminism back into male dominance.

Do you want to end male dominance too?

Ciaran Donaghy @CiaranD1990

Including trans women in promoting women's rights is an assertion of male
dominance?

Your exclusionary form of feminism isn't the cast iron definition. Many feminists
embrace trans people into the movement. Are these feminists asserting male
dominance and "co opting feminism"?

Dr. Jane Clare Jones @janeclarejones

Do you want to end male dominance?

Ciaran Donaghy @CiaranD1990

Yes, this is not a controversial point 😂

Dr. Jane Clare Jones @janeclarejones

Okay cool, so can you please explain to me:

How we liberate female people from male dominance while decreeing that nobody
can point to who is male or not?
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How telling female people that they must accept a definition of women which
redefines them as a gender class when gender is

Dr. Jane Clare Jones @janeclarejones

the mechanism that maintains male dominance is not, in itself, as act of dominance.

Because many of us have, very clearly, said no, and violating female people's
boundaries is a pretty fucking stellar example of male dominance.

Ciaran Donaghy @CiaranD1990

A patriarchal system isn't forcing a redefinition of women. The reality is many women
don't subscribe to your view & embrace trans women

Right wing conversatives share your viewpoints on this topic. How does that sit with
your view of male dominance?

Dr. Jane Clare Jones @janeclarejones

Do you or do you not accept that female people have a right to not accept being
redefined against their express consent and in a manner contrary to our interests?

Do female people have a right to boundaries or not?

And the fact that some female people don't care does not mean

Dr. Jane Clare Jones @janeclarejones

that they can give away the definition of our sex class in law when many many of us
do not consent.

So please, explain to me how violating women's consent about their own political
existence is not an exercise in dominance. And please explain how it is purely
accidental that

Dr. Jane Clare Jones @janeclarejones

men like you are suddenly so concerned about enforcing a new definition on the class
of female people so that male people have access to that class?
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Why do you care so much about women's rights all of a sudden? And why do you so
mysteriously prioritise the definition that serves

Ciaran Donaghy @CiaranD1990

I care about women's rights, I care about trans rights, I care about gay LGBT rights, I
care about anti-racism. 

I'm an equality activist. I want to expand rights afforded to minorities. 

I am not seeking to oppress women, at all. So... �  

Dr. Jane Clare Jones @janeclarejones

Well, you are.

You are imposing a regressive definition of women as a gender class against their
consent. And you are supporting the violation of women's boundaries. 

If you claim to care about women's rights then deal with the fact there is a rights
conflict here and stop

Dr. Jane Clare Jones @janeclarejones

contributing to the pile of endless woke beardy dudes telling women that they don't
get to define themselves and acting like they are doing it out of virtue rather than
admitting that they just fucking empathise with trans women over female people and
are rather enjoying having

Dr. Jane Clare Jones @janeclarejones

an allegedly progressive reason to express their contempt for female people and their
right to their own self-determination.

Good day sir.

Share this conversation

____ 
Tip: mention @threader_app on a Twitter thread with the keyword “compile” to get a
li k t it
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link to it. 

Enjoy Threader? Sign up. 

Since you’re here... 

... we’re asking visitors like you to make a contribution to support this independent
project. In these uncertain times, access to information is vital. Threader gets
1,000,000+ visits a month and our iOS Twitter client was featured as an App of the
Day by Apple. Your financial support will help two developers to keep working on this
app. Everyone’s contribution, big or small, is so valuable. Support Threader by
becoming premium or by donating on PayPal. Thank you.
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